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ON THE SET OF CRITICAL EXPONENTS OF DISCRETE

GROUPS ACTING ON REGULAR TREES

Sanghoon Kwon

Abstract. We study the set of critical exponents of discrete groups act-

ing on regular trees. We prove that for every real number δ between 0
and 1

2
log q, there is a discrete subgroup Γ acting without inversion on a

pq ` 1q-regular tree whose critical exponent is equal to δ. Explicit con-
struction of edge-indexed graphs corresponding to a quotient graph of

groups are given.

1. Introduction

Let Tq`1 be a pq`1q-regular tree and let AutpTq`1q be the group of isometries
of Tq`1. Denote by V Tq`1 the set of all the vertices of Tq`1. For a discrete
subgroup Γ of AutpTq`1q, the critical exponent of Γ is defined by

δΓ “ lim
nÑ8

log #tγ P Γ: dpv, γvq ď nu

n
for a fixed vertex v P V Tq`1. This does not depend on the choice of v P V Tq`1.

Equivalently, it can be defined as the infimum of s ą 0 such that the Poincaré
series

ř

γPΓ e
´sdpv,γvq converges.

In some cases, it captures the dimension at “infinity” of Γ as well as measures
the exponential growth rate of the size of Γ-orbits. It is shown in ([10]) that
if Γ acts on Tq`1 without a global fixed point on B8Tq`1, then δΓ is equal to
the Hausdorff dimension of the conical limit set. Here, B8Tq`1 is the Gromov
boundary at infinity of Tq`1 defined as the set of equivalence class r`s of geodesic
ray ` starting from a fixed vertex v P V Tq`1, where two geodesic rays ` and `1

are equivalent if and only if tdT p`pnq, `
1pnqq : n P Zą0u is bounded above. A

conical limit set is the set of points ω in B8Tq`1 such that there is a sequence
of points in Γv converging towards ω while staying at bounded distance from
a geodesic ray ending at ω.

If the quotient graph ΓzTq`1 is finite, then we say that Γ is a uniform lattice
in AutpTq`1q and in this case δΓ “ log q. If Γ is either itself finite or has a cyclic
group as a finite index subgroup, then δΓ is equal to zero. In general, we always
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have 0 ď δΓ ď log q. Recently, it is proved in [4] that if Γ is convex co-compact
(that is, every limit point of Γ is a conical limit point) acting isometrically on
a CAT p´1q space and Λ is a subgroup of Γ, then δΓ “ δΛ if and only if Λ is
co-amenable in Γ. Recall that Λ is said to be co-amenable in Γ if the left coset
space ΛzΓ has Γ-invariant mean. See also [8] and [9] for the similar results in
regular and arbitrary graphs.

In this article, we ask the following question of existence: For a given number
δ P r0, log qs, is there a discrete subgroup Γ of AutpTq`1q such that δΓ “ δ? We
give a partial answer to this question. Namely, for δ P r0, 1

2 log qs, there exists
a discrete subgroup Γ of AutpTq`1q for which δΓ “ δ.

Let E “ tδ P r0, log qs : δ “ δΓ for some discrete Γ ă AutpTq`1qu.

Theorem 1.1. If δ P r0, 1
2 log qs, then δ P E.

In Section 2, we summarize the connection between graph of groups and its
edge-indexed graphs and their covering theory, which is the main idea of the
proof. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 3 in which we construct an
edge-indexed graph corresponding to a real number δ in r0, 1

2 log qs, for which
the fundamental group of its finite grouping has the critical exponent δ. In
Section 4, we give some remarks involving two questions: Which real numbers
larger than 1

2 log q are realized? Which algebraic integers are realized as a
critical exponents of free groups?

Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank Seonhee Lim for useful
comments. He is also grateful to the referee for careful reading of the manu-
script and many helpful suggestions and remarks.

2. Edge-indexed graphs and graph of groups

We briefly review the essential features of the covering theory for graph of
groups which is the main idea of the proof. Being developed by Serre [11] and
the substantial contribution of the subsequent work of Bass [2], the theory is
currently called as Bass-Serre theory. We mainly follows [11] and refer to [2]
for further details.

Let A be an undirected graph which is allowed to have loops and multiple
edges. We denote by V A the set of vertices of A and by EA the set of edges
of A. Given an undirected graph A, we get a symmetric directed graph corre-
sponding to A, whose set of vertices are the same as V A and every edge of A
are bidirected. Denote by EoriA the set of all oriented edges of the symmetric
directed graph corresponding to A, hence |EoriA| “ 2|EA|.

For e P EoriA, let e P EoriA be the opposite edge of e and let B0e and B1e be
the initial vertex and the terminal vertex of e, respectively.

Definition 2.1. Let i : EoriA Ñ Zą0 be a map assigning a positive integer to
each oriented edge. We say pA, iq an edge-indexed graph.
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Definition 2.2. By a graph of groups A “ pA,Aq, we mean a connected
graph A together with attached groups Aa pa P V Aq, Ae “ Ae pe P E

oriAq,
and monomorphisms αe : Ae Ñ AB1e pe P EoriAq.

An isomorphism between two graph of groups A “ pA,Aq and A1 “ pA1,A1q
is an isomorphism φ : A Ñ A1 between two underlying graphs together with
the set of isomorphisms φa : Aa Ñ A1φpaq and φe : Ae Ñ A1φpeq satisfying the
following property: for each e P EA, there is an element he P A1φpB1eqq such
that

φB1epαepgqq “ he ¨ pα
1
φpeqpφepgqqq ¨ h

´1
e

for all g P Ae ([2], Section 2).
Given an edge-indexed graph pA, iq, a graph of groups pA,Aq is called a

grouping of pA, iq if ipeq “ rAB1e : αeAes and called a finite grouping if all Aa

pa P V Aq are finite.
Suppose that we have a graph of groups A. Choosing a base point a0 P V A,

we can define a fundamental group π1pA, a0q ([11], Section 5.1), a universal

covering tree pĆA, a0q and an action without inversion of π1pA, a0q on pĆA, a0q

with a morphism p : pĆA, a0q Ñ A which can be identified with the quotient
projection ([11], Section 5.3).

Definition 2.3. Given a graph of groups A “ pA,Aq, we denote by F pA, Eoriq
the group generated by the groups Aa, pa P V Aq and the elements e P Eori,
subject to the relations

e “ e´1 and eαepgqe
´1 “ αepgq for e P EoriA and a P Ae.

Let π1pA, a0q be the set of elements of F pA, Eoriq of the form

g0e1g1e2 ¨ ¨ ¨ en´1gn´1,

where opei`1q “ tpeiq (mod nq and gi P opei`1q. It is a subgroup of F pA, Eoriq,
called fundamental group of A based at a0.

Given a graph of groups A, the graph rX “ pĆA, a0q is defined as

V rX “
ď

aPV A

π1pA, a0q{Stabπ1pA,a0qpaq

and

E rX “
ď

ePEoriA

π1pA, a0q{Stabπ1pA,a0qpeq.

Theorem 2.4 ([11], Theorem 12). The graph rX defined as above is a tree.

The tree rX “ pĆA, a0q is called a universal covering tree of the graph of
groups A.

Suppose that a group Γ acts on a graph A. We call s P Γ an inversion on
A if se “ e for some e P EoriA. If Γ acts without inversions, then the quotient
graph ΓzA is well-defined and we have a natural projection p : AÑ ΓzA.
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When a group Γ acts without inversion on a tree Tq`1, we can naturally
identify Γ and Tq`1 with the fundamental group and universal covering tree,
respectively, of a graph of groups called quotient graph of groups.

Definition 2.5. Suppose that Γ acts without inversion on a tree Tq`1. For
each v P V pΓzT q and e P EoripΓzT q, we choose any corresponding vertex

rv P V T and edge re P ET . Let re “ re and fix an element γe P Γ which satisfies

γeĆB1peq “ B1preq. Define Av and Ae be the stabilizer of rv and re in Γ, respectively,
and let αe : Ae Ñ AB1e be the monomorphism h ÞÑ γ´1

e hγe. Then the graph of
groups pΓzTq`1,Aq is called the quotient graph of groups.

It does not depend on the choice of rv, re and γe up to isomorphism of graph
of groups ([2], Section 3).

Conversely, if pA,Aq is a graph of groups and pA, iq is the corresponding
edge-indexed graph, then fixing a basepoint a0 P V A, the universal covering

tree T “ ČpA, a0q and the natural projection π : T Ñ A depend only on the edge
indexed graph pA, iq ([2], Remark 1.18).

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Our goal is to construct an edge-indexed graph pA, iq which admits a fi-
nite grouping A of which the fundamental group has critical exponent δ P
r0, 1

2 log qs.
We recall the following criterion for an edge-indexed graph to have a finite

grouping.

Theorem 3.1 ([3], Corollary 2.4). An edge-indexed graph pA, iq admits a finite
grouping if and only if there is a positive integral valued function N : V AÑ Zą0

on V A satisfying

(3.1)
ipeq

ipeq
“

NpB0eq

NpB1eq.

We say such a function N an integral vertex ordering.
For convenience to describe some graphs constructed in the proof, we intro-

duce a graph operation between two graphs which we call graph merging.

Definition 3.2. Let G1 “ pV1, E1q and G2 “ pV2, E2q be two (undirected or
directed) graphs. The graph merging G1 ‹

x,y
G2 with respect to x P V1 and

y P V2 is a graph G “ pV1 Y V2{x „ y,E1 Y E2q, obtained by identifying two
vertices x and y in G1 YG2.
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‚G1

x „ y
G2

Figure 1. The graph G1 ‹
x,y

G2

We give a proof of Theorem 1.1. Let A0 be a ray given as follows:

‚
x0

‚
x1

‚
x2

‚
x3

‚
x4

‚
x5

‚ ¨ ¨ ¨
x6

Figure 2. A ray A0

Let I Y J “ Zą0 be an arbitrary partition of Zą0. If n P I, then we assign
ipÝÝÝÝÝÑxnxn´1q “ q and ipeq “ 1 otherwise. We adjoin a tree T 1q`1 which is pq ` 1q-
regular except one y vertex of degree q to x0. If n P J , then for each n we
adjoin a copy of a tree T 2q`1 which is pq ` 1q-regular except one vertex zn of
degree q´1 to xn. In other words, pA, iq “ pA0 ‹

x0,y
T 1q`1 ‹

xj ,zj ,jPJ
T 2q`1, iq, where

ipÝÝÝÝÝÑxnxn´1q “ q for each n P I and ipeq “ 1 otherwise.
Then pA, iq admits an integral vertex ordering. Indeed, we can define Npx0q

“ 1 and Npxjq “ ipÝÝÝÝÑxjxj´1qNpxj´1q for all j ě 1. Then N satisfies the equa-
tion (3.1).

Let Γ be the subgroup of AutpTq`1q such that the edge-indexed graph of the
quotient graph of groups pΓzTq`1,Aq is pA, iq. As we discussed in Section 2,
such a group Γ exists and is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a graph of
groups obtained by certain finite grouping of pA, iq. In addition, for any finite
grouping, the group Γ is discrete since Γx is finite for every x P V A.

‚
x0

‚
x1

‚
x2

‚
x3

‚
x4

‚
x5

‚ ¨ ¨ ¨
x6T 1q`1

T 2q`1 T 2q`1 T 2q`1

q 1 q 1 q 1

Figure 3. pA, iq, Example: 1, 4, 5 P I and 2, 3, 6 P J

For each n P Zą0, if we denote by Γx the stabilizer of x in Γ and by Ăx0 a lift
of x0 in the universal covering tree Tq`1, then

#tγ P Γ: dpĂx0, γĂx0q “ 2nu “

$

&

%

0 if Npxnq “ Npxn´1q,
q ´ 1

q
Npxnq|Γx0

| if Npxnq “ qNpxn´1q.
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Let sn “ #t1 ď k ď n : ipÝÝÝÝÑxkxk´1q “ qu. Then,

δΓ “ lim
nÑ8

1

2n
log

pq ´ 1qqsn

q
“ lim
nÑ8

sn
2n

log q.

By taking a suitable partition I and J , we can make lim
nÑ8

sn
n be any real number

in r0, 1s. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

4. Further discussion: Ihara zeta function and generating functions

We give some remarks towards two problems in this section. First question
is to characterize explicitly the set

E “ tδ P r0, log qs : δ “ δΓ for some discrete Γ ă AutpTq`1qu.

We are interested in constructing a discrete group for a real number δ P
`

1
2 log q, log q

˘

whose critical exponent is equal to δ. We consider an edge-
indexed graph obtained by the graph merging of those appeared in Section 3.
The critical exponent of the discrete group corresponding to the one is related
to those of smaller edge-indexed graphs, being the radius convergence of certain
Laurent series.

Given an edge-indexed graph X “ pA, iq, let NXpmq be the number of
closed paths of length m without backtracking or tails in the graph A with
weights i. More precisely, given a closed cycle C “ e1 ¨ ¨ ¨ em of length m, let
wpCq “ ipe1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ipemq and

NXpmq “
ÿ

C“e1¨¨¨em

wpCq,

where the summation runs over the closed cycle of length m without backtrack-
ing or tails.

Let us denote by FXpuq the generating function given by

8
ÿ

m“1

NXpmqu
m.

Suppose that every closed cycle of X and Y passes through the vertex x and
y, respectively.

Then, we have

NX ‹
x,y
Y pmq“

´

NXpmq`
ÿ

NXpk1qNY pk2q`
ÿ

NXpk1qNY pk2qNXpk3q ` ¨ ¨ ¨

¯

`

´

NY pmq`
ÿ

NY pk1qNXpk2q`
ÿ

NY pk1qNXpk2qNY pk3q`¨ ¨ ¨

¯

,

where all the summations run over k1 ` k2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn “ m. Hence, it follows
that

8
ÿ

m“1

NX ‹
x,y
Y pmqu

m
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“

˜

8
ÿ

m“1

NXpmqu
m `

8
ÿ

m“1

NXpmqu
m

8
ÿ

m“1

NY pmqu
m ` ¨ ¨ ¨

¸

`

˜

8
ÿ

m“1

NY pmqu
m `

8
ÿ

m“1

NY pmqu
m

8
ÿ

m“1

NXpmqu
m ` ¨ ¨ ¨

¸

which yields the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Let X and Y be an edge-indexed graph such that every closed
cycle of X and Y passes through the vertex x and y, respectively. Then we have

FX‹Y puq “
8
ÿ

m“1

NX ‹
x,y
Y pmqu

m “
FXpuq ` FY puq ` 2FXpuqFY puq

1´ FXpuqFY puq
.

For instance, if both X and Y are edge-indexed graphs given in Section 3,
then NXpmq is either qk for some k ă m or is equal to 0. Thus, given any 0-1
sequences an and bn, if we denote by sn and tn the partial sum of each, then
any real numbers realized as a solution of the equation u P R such that

8
ÿ

m“1

qsmum
8
ÿ

m“1

qtmum “ 1

are contained in the set E.

‚
x3

‚
x2

‚
x1

‚
x0 „ y0

‚
y1

‚
y2

‚ ¨ ¨ ¨
y3

T 2q`1 T 2q`1 T 2q`1 T 2q`1

1 q q 1 q 1

Figure 4. X ‹
x0,y0

Y ‹
x0

T 2q`1

The other question concerns the set of critical exponents of free groups.
Using Ihara zeta function (the definition will be given below), we see that if
Γ is a free subgroup of AutpTq`1q, then the critical exponent δΓ is equal to
logα for some algebraic integer α. We are interested in characterizing the
irreducible polynomials of such α. For example, in [7] the critical exponents of
certain dumbbell graphs, consisting of two vertex-disjoint cycles joining them
having only its end-vertices in common with the two cycles (see Figure 4), are
described.

We briefly explain how to calculate the irreducible polynomial of the critical
exponent of the free group Γ. This is related to the radius of convergence of
the zeta function of the graph ΓzT min

q`1 . Here, T min
q`1 is the minimal Γ-invariant

subtree of Tq`1.
Suppose that A is a finite connected undirected graph with no degree 1

vertices. A closed cycle is called primitive if it is not a finite multiple of a
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‚

‚

‚

ö
a

‚ ‚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
x1 x2 xn´1 xn

‚ ‚

‚

‚

‚

œ
b

Figure 5. Dumbbell graph Da,b,n

smaller closed cycle. Let P “ pe1, e2, . . . , elpP q´1, elpP qq be a primitive closed

cycle without backtracking. That is, ipe1q “ tpelpP qq, ei`1 ‰ e´1
i pmod lpP qq

for all i and P ‰ Dm for any integer m ě 2 and a closed cycle D in A. If a
closed cycle Q is obtained by changing the cyclic order of P , then we say P
and Q are equivalent. A prime rP s in A are equivalence classes of primitive
closed cycle without backtracking.

Definition 4.2. The Ihara zeta function of a finite graph A is defined at u P C,
for which |u| is sufficiently small, by

ZApuq “
ź

rP s

p1´ ulpP qq´1,

where rP s runs over the primes of A.

The Ihara determinant formula ([5] which was established also by [1] and
[6]) says that

ZApuq “
1

p1´ u2qχpAq´1 detpI ´Adjpuq `Qu2q
,

where χ “ |EA| ´ |V A| ` 1, Adj is the vertex adjacency matrix of A and Q is
diagonal matrix whose j-th diagonal entry is degpvjq ´ 1.

Let ∆A be the g.c.d. of tlpP q : P prime in Au and πApnq be

#trP s : P prime in A, lpP q “ nu.

The following is the graph version of the prime geodesic theorem.

Theorem 4.3 ([12], Theorem 10.1). Let RA be the radius of convergence of
ZApuq. If ∆A “ 1, then

lim
nÑ8

nπpnqRnA “ 1.

If ∆A ą 1, then πpmq “ 0 unless ∆A|m and

lim
nÑ8

n∆Aπpn∆AqR
n∆A

A “ 1.

In the proof of the above theorem ([12], Theorem 10.1), it is shown that if
we denote by W the adjacency matrix of the oriented line graph of A, then we
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have

πApnq „
1

n

ÿ

|λ|max
λPSpecW

λn and NApmq “
ÿ

λPSpecW

λm

which implies that

lim
nÑ8

log πApnq

n
“ lim
nÑ8

logNApnq

n
“ log λmax

A ,

where λmax
A P SpecW is the eigenvalue of W with maximum modulus. In [6],

we also have

ZApuq “
1

detpI ´ uW q
.

Suppose that Γ is a free subgroup of AutpTq`1q. Then, we have

δΓ “ lim
nÑ8

log #tγ P Γ: dpv, γvq ď nu

n

“ lim
nÑ8

log |StabΓprvq|
řn
k“1NApkq

n

“ lim
nÑ8

logNApnq

n

“ lim
nÑ8

log πApnq

n
“ λmax

A “ logR´1
A ,

where we take A by ΓzT min
q`1 .
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